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The fact that we have not changed, however, RapidSSL seals finally the time come, and today,
RapidSSL released a new, updated RapidSSL seals. The new design printed on a color scheme of
the brand site - brown, orange and yellow - in that order. Our goal was to create a new, stylish,
contemporary and easily recognizable stamp that looks and feels like an integral part of the updated
RapidSSL brand.

The dimensions remain the same, allows existing customers to easily replace the old with the new
seal. Sealing is still rotating animated messaging security that it provides a Web site, including the
strength of encryption and the guarantee. (This new version updates the description of the
encryption with 256-bit and adds an entry about the new 2048-bit root).

The new design of the main elements RapidSSL brand logo and a visual cue to immediately lock
security brown and yellow background forms mimic the site of a window treatment with a
combination tightened radial edges and corners. Hair circuit provides a solid border around the seal
and makes it easy to stand out on any background. Despite the small print profile, high-contrast
colors allow text legibility.

RapidSSL WildCard provides their customers with pride to place their seals on their sites, so that
their customers feel more secure, and businesses will eventually win. For customers who have a
new print on their website, visitors will have greater confidence in the security of knowing that the
transaction sessions can have up to 256-bit encryption with 2048-bit roots. In addition, the new
sleek branding is cleaner and provides more professional presentation reflects the current branding
website RapidSSL.com.

Global mediator trusted SSL certificate from RapidSSL WildCard has the right to sell RapidSSL
wildcard certificate. All so you can find cheap SSL certificate on sslmagic.

RapidSSL is looking for end-to-end Internet security coverage, this package is the package SSL
Certificates and RapidSSL WildCard certificate provides unsurpassed browser and server
recognition, as well as a sealed access security and fraud prevention. Wildcard SSL, QuickSSL
Premium, Thawte SSL123, EV SSL, True Business ID certificate, SSL certificate, SSL certificate
code is singing

RapidSSL Wildcard certificate means that all sub-domains will be settled in one place, regardless of
whether the documents are not protected-Root specifications. The user will need to purchase
Wildcard SSL seller or broker who supplies them.

RapidSSL WildCard Certificate offers a zero cost to create account resellers (zero setup fees). We
offer fair price discount to resellers, and you can sell SSL certificate on your own pricing. We offer
reseller zero credit accounts. Only pay when you order a SSL. If you already have a website and
you want more discount price, we also offer special prices on volume of payments in the following
rule.

We are fully committed to the SSL business and our dealers. You can use our services for the
integration of a wide range of products for SSL in your portfolio. The best thing you can sell SSL
directly from your site, as the expense will be offered with free management system API, and user-
friendly fully automated control panel. Why do you affiliate for others, when you have the opportunity
to develop your brand?
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Daren  Bresnen - About Author:
a RapidSSL Wildcard Certificate is an ideal SSL solution for all e-commerce websites that have low
to medium level of transaction volumes. a RapidSSL Wildcard is considered as a low cost, stable
Chained Root Wildcard Certificate that fulfills all basic security needs.
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